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About the Contest
The Merry Ann DeVaney Sauls Academic Writing Contest was developed to enhance the prestige of
academic writing in the disciplines at Cottey College. All students are invited to submit writing to the
contest. Finalist judges, typically professors in the relevant disciplines at other colleges and

universities, choose the best pieces in each category. The authors are honored at a public ceremony,
and their work is published online.
The contest is financed through a generous endowed fund established by Merry Ann DeVaney Sauls,
a 1959 Cottey graduate. Ms. Sauls sees writing as fundamentally important to success in any
endeavor, and sponsors the writing contest as a way of furthering that vision.
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Off-Campus Judges
Academic Writing
Dr. Miriam Mara
Miriam O’Kane Mara is Associate Professor of English at Arizona State University. Her research interests include Irish
literature & film, postcolonial literatures, gender studies, and food studies. In particular, her work often examines the
fiction of Edna O’Brien, Nuala O’Faolain, Anne Enright, and Colum McCann. A second research stream investigates
intersections of medical texts, cultural representations of health and illness including novels and film, and gendered
bodies. Recent publications appear in New Hibernia Review & Nordic Irish Studies, and she is currently at work on a

Composition
Dr. Jean Alger
Jean Alger completed her doctoral studies in American Literature and Rhetoric at Oklahoma State University. She
currently teaches English at Trinidad State Junior College in the San Luis Valley in Colorado, and serves as the general

Creative Writing
Desirina Boskovich
Desirina Boskovich's short fiction has been published in Clarkesworld, Lightspeed, Nightmare, F&SF, Kaleidotrope,
PodCastle, Drabblecast, and anthologies such as The Apocalypse Triptych, What the #@&% Is That? and 2084. Her
debut novella, Never Now Always, was published in 2017 by Broken Eye Books. She is also the editor of It Came From
the North: An Anthology of Finnish Speculative Fiction (Cheeky Frawg, 2013), and together with Jeff VanderMeer, coauthor of The Steampunk User's Manual (Abrams Image, 2014). Her next project, a collaboration with Jason Heller, is
Starships & Sorcerers: The Secret History of Science Fiction, forthcoming in 2019 from Abrams Image.

Everyday Writing
Prof. Gail Minor-Smith

Professional Writing
Stevie Leahy

Writing in a Foreign Language, French
Christen Diehl
Christen Diehl is originally from California and came to Nevada in 1996 to attend Cottey College. She graduated with an
Associate in Arts degree in 1998 and transferred to Baker University, where she graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration in 2000. She then worked for Cottey as an Admission Representative until 2002. She later
attended the University of Central Missouri where she earned her Master of Arts in Teaching degree, and she is finishing
her 9th year of teaching French and English at Nevada High School. She is married to Blaine Diehl and they have a 12-

Writing in a Foreign Language, Spanish
Prof. Deborah Bogart
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Academic Writing
3rd Place

Tiara Rowell
“Walt Whitman’s Legacy as a Gay American Poet”
When one begins to read poems written by Walt Whitman, they may soon begin to realize that his work
consists of provocative subject matter. This is due to his upbringing of being raised in an extremely democratic
atmosphere. His father frequently took him to political meetings that eventually molded his views on abolition,
temperance, universal schooling, and society as a whole. After publishing the first major edition of his work titled
Leaves of Grass in 1855, many readers criticized and ridiculed his book, calling it sexually promiscuous and
offensively scandalous. However, it wasn’t only Whitman’s homosexual themes that were evident throughout his
narratives that made him stand out as an author—his views on utopian idealism and his participation in the
American Civil War as a voluntary nurse also contributed to his controversial status as well. Broadly, Whitman
used overzealous descriptions to capture the sorrows that war and society had manifested.
To gain relative insight on the subject, homosexuality has existed from the beginning of time; Greek
civilizations made relationships between males a primary traditional importance. For example, Socrates and Plato
had a homoerotic teacher/student relationship based purely on the nature of beauty, virtue, and integrity. Many
statues have been made dedicated to the naked male body as a result of the Greek’s obsession with the aesthetic,
physical, and moral idealization of men. “The rise and fall of tolerance in the Middle Ages” introduced negative
feelings towards homosexual behavior, derived from the Old Testament (Seigneuret, pg. 10).

Over the years with experts researching Whitman’s poetry, there is not much speculation anymore as to
whether or not he was anything other than homosexual. This is especially noticeable in the “Calamus” section of
Leaves of Grass. In reality, there is no evidence whatsoever that proves Whitman ever had actual legitimate sexual
relations with a man or woman. However, with his use of the word “Camerado” and other poems where Whitman
enjoys observing and describing the physique of other men’s bodies, the reader is able to subtly distinguish the
suggested homosexual content.
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“Camerado, I give you my hand!
I give you my love more precious than money,
I give you myself before preaching or law;
Will you give me yourself? Will you come travel with me?
Shall we stick by each other as long as we live?” (Summers, pg. 739).
In his lyrics, it seems as if Whitman is searching for someone to share his emotional experiences and pain with–
particularly a man. “In his loneliness, Whitman asks “Is there even one other like me?” (Summers, pg.
741). Whitman’s attraction to other men and his belief in the power of masculine love worked “against patriarchal
authority [and] were countered by a strong feeling of un-speakability” (Summers, pg. 738). He also includes the
imperative notion to celebrate the feeling of connecting with one’s inner self and sexuality. Additionally, he does not
“shy away from the fierce attraction of the female form” even though his focal attraction was centered on males
(Reisman, pg. 2135). Ultimately, Whitman emphasized the significance of connecting spiritually and physically
with other humans, whether it be engaging in intimacy with a lover, or honoring comradeship with a fellow friend.
Many people who have heard of Walt Whitman do not know that he also played a role in the American Civil War. He actually stumbled into his involvement in the war by chance. While traveling to Fredericksburg “to find
his brother George, a wounded soldier… [he] was first exposed to the trauma of the war” (Hsu, pg. 238). Several of
his poems relate to themes of war and loss, and learning how to cope, endure, and grow from these experiences. In
“Drum-Taps”, his Civil War lyrics reflect on very disturbing imagery. “As a wound dresser, he saw the destruction
of healthy young bodies and minds first hand…he vividly describes the wounded and dying at battlegrounds, hospital tents, or roofed hospitals, as he goes with “hinged knees and steady hand to dress wounds” (Reisman, pg.
2137). In “Vigil Strange I Kept on the Field One Night”, Whitman’s concern was caring for the sick, and showing
them the love and affection he felt they deserved. He writes about finding his “dear comrade” “in death so cold”–
“Vigil for boy for responding kisses, (never again on earth-responding,)
Vigil for comrade swiftly slain, vigil I never forget, how as day
Brighten’d,
I rose from the chill ground and folded my soldier well in his blanket,
And buried him where he fell” (Cain, pg. 1157).
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Devastated by the emotional turmoil of the war, he would often express how much he was “blind, blind, with [his]
own tears”, and Whitman actually showed signs of post-traumatic stress disorder (Hsu, 238). He mentions how
his mind and body would suddenly react to triggered memories, and how he was plagued by the horrors of having
to relive his painful past. His work concentrated on finding consolation through the dead who have already passed,
and rejoicing in peace and the overall world of nature by combining symbols that show his preservation of fallen
companions. After being exposed to such illnesses, diseases, and overall unhygienic conditions, this eventually led
to his overall decline of health and contributed to his agonizing death from lung and chest problems, after
previously suffering from several strokes and bronchial pneumonia. “A public viewing of his body was held at his
Camden home; over one thousand people visited in three hours. Whitman's oak coffin was barely visible because of
all the flowers and wreaths left for him (Wikipedia.org).
Given that Whitman had such an ardent stance on emotional freedom and individual exploration, he
became another fundamental voice in transcendentalism. Walt did not want to be measured by time, space, or his
physical form. He was inspired by deism and “denied any one faith was more important than another, and
embraced all religions equally” (Wikipedia.org). He also was an outspoken opponent against alcohol, supporting
the temperance movement–although later in his life he began to enjoy drinking in moderation. Leaves of Grass,
including the long poem titled “Song of Myself”, garnered attention from several American poets, including Emily
Dickinson and Ralph Waldo Emerson. Dickinson intended to never read Whitman’s work because of how
disgraceful she heard it was. On the other hand, Emerson admired Walt’s writing, even going so far as writing him
a complimentary letter, beginning with: “Dear Sir– I am not blind to the worth of the wonderful gift of Leaves of
Grass. I find it the most extraordinary piece of wit and wisdom that America has yet contributed. I am very happy
in reading it, as great power makes us happy” (Cain, pg. 1097). Henry David Thoreau also commented on

Whitman though a letter to a friend, noting how remarkable and awfully great his writing style was. Authors Oscar
Wilde and Edward Carpenter (who were also believed to be homosexual at some points in their lives) also viewed
Whitman as prominent prophet for utopian potential and same-sex yearning.
Techniques used in Whitman’s poetry include utilizing philosophical and psychological tones while
“tinkering with its structure” using “many fine lyrics” that “do not fit into neat patterns, or even under topical
headings…common to all his poetry, however, are certain major themes: reconciliation of body and soul,
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purity and unity of physical nature, death as the “mother of beauty”, and above all, comradeship or live, which
binds and transcends all else” (Reisman, pg. 2139). He was considered a major author who exercised the practice
of free verse. Walt was also a fan of relishing in the human body’s true bare form: he often delighted in sunbathing
naked, feeling as though he was becoming finely in tune with nature in such a natural vulnerable state, exclaiming
that “Nature was naked, and I was also… Sweet, sane, still Nakedness in Nature!” (Wikipedia.org).
Thanks to his Quaker background, Whitman resembled many utopian crusaders of the 1840’s. Even
though he was a fan of Emerson and perhaps took some of Emerson’s ideas about nationalism and optimism to
reflect on, he was not satisfied with the “Transcendentalist version of Neo-Platonism” (Summers, pg. 737).
Whitman revels in the mere pleasures that the body hungers for. He longed for the need to dig beyond surface-level
interactions with not only himself but with others, and struggled in finding the seamless way to do so; so he wrote
out his desires and illustrations in his compelling and passionate poems. “Whitman loves the earth and penetrates
it (a traditional metaphor for the male), but he is also in his turn penetrated by the earth, thus reversing the human
-earth hierarchy and challenging fixed gender roles” (Summers, pg. 739).
“I CELEBRATE myself,
And what I assume you shall assume,
For every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you.
I loafe and invite my soul,
I lean and loafe at my ease….observing a spear of summer grass (Cain, pg. 1100)”.
These lines represent Whitman’s energy and how he aimed to share his energy with his readers. Although many
people who read his publications rejected them at first, (because they were appalled by the shocking content),
eventually his writing became appreciated for what it really is. His literature and symbolism crosses and pushes
boundaries that speaks to the masses. Whitman wanted nothing more than to ascend past customary expectations.
During the time that he was writing, there was no actual definition that defined the concept of homosexuality,
because the word “gay” did not even exist at the time. Whitman’s overwhelming appetite to call for a renewal and
awakening for “commitment to democratic idealism” was evident and effective throughout his life, and he will
forever be remembered and admired for his bold, distinct prose.
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Malikah Fard-Allah
“Ecofeminism and Race”
Ecofeminism is a movement that stands for justice as it works to liberate both women and animals from
the oppressive forces that bind them. Ecofeminist theory highlights intersectionality as it reiterates the fact that
women and animals are oppressed in much of the same ways; their bodies are objectified, they are treated as a
means to another’s end, and they are deemed “separate and inferior;” “an inessential constituent of the
universe” (Plumwood 337-41). The correlations between the persecution of women and the persecution animals,
has caused many women to make the conscious decision not to partake in the consumption of animal flesh--taking
a stance against the system of oppression that afflicts them. Although many individuals are recognizing such

correlations between oppressions, there are still many people who fail to understand the intersectionality of
systematic oppressions, and just how deeply they are all connected. Aph Ko’s essay, “#AllVegansRock: The All
Lives Matter Hashtag of Veganism,” conveys this reality as an individual responds to her list of 100 black vegans
by saying, “Why are we bringing race into this?” This comment reflects the way in which many people perceive
bringing certain societal issues into conversations about animal and women’s rights. Race, especially, is a shunned
topic within such spaces; however, the mere fact that people of other races eat, have ceremonies for, and interact
with animals is cause enough for them to be included within the conversation surrounding ecofeminism. Including
the personal accounts from people of varying backgrounds and races will assist ecofeminism in expanding their
theory, practices, and understanding of systematic oppression; especially in regards to women, animals, and social
justice.
The ecofeminist movement enables there to be a space where activists are able to express their emotions
and sentiments, as well as being a place where individuals are able to relay their personal accounts as evidence to
the validity of the movement.
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Although women have flourished within the context of this environment, women of minority backgrounds still
have to fight in order to have their voices heard, to have their personal accounts considered worthy of listening to-without the immediate response to their narratives being that of out right ridicule. Within A. Breeze Harper’s essay,
“Introduction: The Birth of the Sistah Vegan Project,” she explores how Black women in particular, consider the
reality of how “dietary habits and food production connect to either the dismantling or maintenance of
environmental racism, speciesism, ecological devastation, health disparities, institutional racism, overconsumption,
and other social injustices” (xix). Black women who are apart of the ecofeminist movement comprehend that the
oppressions that afflict both women and animals are also the same oppressions that abuse them. Their reality is
made up of experiences from the marginalized scopes of life; however, when they try to offer their own personal
accounts, conveying the intersectionality between all oppressions, they are forced to choose being their blackness
and their womanhood. Either they are ecofeminists who understand the struggle of animals and women, or they
are civil rights activists who are fighting for Black people to have human rights.
Neither option does justice to Black women, especially because their personal accounts are made up of their
experiences of being both woman and Black. Harper’s essay notes that the health disparities that afflict Black

women are actively killing them, as their diets mirror their colonized bodies. Black women are taking a stand
against this reality as they “are actively decolonizing their bodies and minds via whole-foods veganism and/or raw
foodism, resisting becoming a ‘health disparities’ statistic by kicking the junk food habit, questioning the
soulfulness of postindustrial Soul Food” (xix). Race is relevant within discussions of ecofeminism because it makes
individuals aware of the interconnectedness of oppressions and how women of different races must also take into
account their racial and ethnic background, their health, and their overall being within a system that does not cater
to their prosperity. Black women activist have a right to express and share their emotions and personal accounts

within their activist efforts.
Another reason as to why race is relevant within the ecofeminist discussion is because various racial groups
have some form of a relationship with animals. It is important to be aware of these relations because a movement
must understand the history and perspective individuals have with animals, so they may adjust their own
understanding of the human/animal binary accordingly. Within the essay “By ‘Human,’ Everybody Just Means
‘White,’” by Syl Ko, it is reiterated that “We, as black folks, react very strongly to this word (animal) when it is used
to
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draw any sort of relation or comparison to us” (20). Those who are not aware, or do not understand, the history of
animals and Black people would conceive the discomfort Black people express when discussing animals, in relation
to themselves, as nonsensical. Particularly within the United States, Black people were derogatorily referred to as
animals, and so the stigma that Blacks have in regards to animals remains, especially as Black people do their best
to distance themselves from being seen as animalistic. Their efforts to distance themselves from animals is because
“When we refer to a person or a group as ‘animalistic,’ we are not really saying they bear some generic strong
resemblance to species other than homosapiens...What we are saying is they don’t behave or look or believe
properly” (26). Black people have always found themselves fighting for their humanity to be recognized, and so it
makes sense that they have distanced themselves from the crooked view of being animalistic. It is important to
keep this in mind because movements, especially ecofeminism, must understand how race relates to a group’s
perception of animals and animal rights in order to advance their own theoretical ideologies. In truth, it would not
be very practical for a group of people to be vilified for their “animal tendencies” and then have them support the
rights of the very animals they have been discouraged from viewing as “human”--all the while, they (the group) still
do not have human rights.

Race is pertinent to discussions regarding social justice because people of varying racial backgrounds
partake in such movements as they share their realities, their narratives. In “Social Justice Beliefs and Addiction to
Uncompassionate Consumption” by A. Breeze Harper, she highlights that the oppressions of blacks, women, and
animals goes beyond our own understanding of how far oppression actually stretches; “the production of [ ] food
[has] multiple layers of suffering” (24). It is emphasized within this essay, that while animals and Americans of
varying racial backgrounds suffer because of an oppressive system, environments and people in other countries are
also subjected to the same oppressions, as their land becomes polluted and they are forced into slavery--working as

a means to another’s end. Harper encourages her readers to contemplate the depths of oppression in relation to
activist and their social justice work, prompting them to consider the individuals of other lands that suffer so
Americans can have their Coke and Hershey products. In truth, the social justice impacted by one’s activist efforts
should not stop because animals are being treated fairly or because the voices of women are being heard; the
intersectionality of ecofeminism should move beyond this notion in order to encompass advocating for those who
cannot advocate for themselves--plantation works, a country’s forests or land etc. It would be rather hypocritical for
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ecofeminists to take a stand against the oppressions they face within their daily lives (all while realizing the
intersectionality of oppression), but then turn a blind eye to those who are indirectly oppressed because of them.
Race is relevant within ecofeminism because it affects so many lives; it is apart of various narratives and
shapes countless experiences. Ignoring this fact forces people to ignore an integral part of themselves. The topic of
race is pertinent within conversations about women, animals, and social justice because people from all races are,
in one way or another, connected to each. The fact that people are questioning “Why are we bringing race into
this?” is the exact reason why race needs to be discussed more openly within the spaces of ecofeminism and other
forms of activism. People of various racial backgrounds are involved within countless social movements; their
personal accounts and experiences have a right to be heard just as much as the dominant voices within the
ecofeminist movement, because they can help expand the understanding conversation surrounding ecofeminism
and societal issues.
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Academic Writing
1st Place
Laurel Loyless
“Ethos and Pathos in a Tig Notaro Set”

Tig Notaro’s set on the show Conan was one example of how rhetorical strategies can be used to persuade
an audience to laugh. Notaro used ethos and pathos methods to both endear herself to the audience and make
them feel certain emotions while watching the set. I will be using the audience reactions, both those of the audience
that was live during the set, and the comments of the audience who watched the video of this set on Youtube, to
remark on how Notaro uses these strategies.
This set of Tig Notaro was filmed on the show Conan in March of 2014. The set consisted of a series of jokes
that led into each other. First, she starts with a joke about a firetruck. Next, she has a joke about a pool and diarrhea. Then, she has a joke about cancer which changes the pace a little bit. Finally, she ends with a joke about what

to text your friends to really freak them out. All of these jokes were crafted in a way to use ethos and pathos. Her
goal is to persuade the audience to laugh. The reaction of the audience is usually laughter, but sometimes silence in
tenser moments. An audience’s audible reactions show a lot about how they are receiving the particular type of
rhetoric (in this case, jokes).
My definition of ethos has always been like in Praxis which is that a “rhetor persuades by his or her character or credibility” (Clark 13). However, Longaker and Walker’s more in-depth definition made me want to rework
my own. Longaker and Walker briefly mention the rhetor causing the audience to see them as the opposite of credible and with no good character. Therefore, I would like my working definition of ethos to be the following: Ethos is
when a rhetor uses his or her character to elicit trust or mistrust.
I have always thought of pathos as an appeal to emotion, but two texts made me want to rework my definition a little. Instead of defining pathos as an appeal to emotion, Longaker and Walker say that pathos is “the emotion of the audience” (Longaker and Walker 46). They define it as more of an interaction between the audience and
the rhetor with the rhetor presenting reasons to feel a certain way and the audience reacting. Clark’s definition
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was, more simply, interacting with the audience to persuade them of something by playing upon the listener’s (or
reader’s) emotions” (Clark 13). I believe my definition of pathos can combine both of these definitions with my
original one. My working definition of pathos will be the following: Pathos is an exchange between the audience
and the rhetor which relies on the emotion of the audience elicited by the rhetor to be more persuasive.
Tig Notaro uses ethos in her set to endear herself to the audience so that they can laugh with her. She opens
the set with, “I can’t believe my entire sixth grade class is here. What a surprise!” (0:10). By doing this, she creates
a connection, and a sort of relationship, between her and the audience. Not only that, but she continues to use that
connection throughout the set, at one point mumbling to herself, “Leave it to my childhood buddies….” (2:55). The
effect of this strategy is that the audience is more likely to laugh because they feel a connection to Notaro. Another
strategy that Notaro uses in this set is reacting to the audience throughout the set and establishing a running joke
with them. After one joke, a person claps, “One clap. Thank you,” she says, only to be answered with more claps.
“No! One at a time” (1:05). Not only is this strategy showing her ability to improvise in front of an audience,
making her a more reliable comedian, it also displays Notaro’s attention to the audience. She is showing the
audience that this is a personalized show made for them. Again, she continues to share jokes with the audience, by

saying, “That was more than one clap,” (2:51) when the audience claps at one of her other jokes. Both of these
examples show that Notaro is tailoring the show to her audience and using those strategies to have a successful
show. One of the other audience members, watching from online comments, “The thing I like about her is that she
is so brutally honest and relatable” (Comment by user ivanwhythen). This user’s comment shows that Notaro has
made herself likeable to her audience online. Even though this audience cannot be in the live show, they still have a
reaction to her as a person. The user who commented picks out specific qualities that she enjoys about Notaro to
explain why she likes her. Notaro has successfully used ethos to get both her live and online audience to like her

and laugh at her jokes.
Tig Notaro also uses pathos to make her audience feel different emotions. Besides amusement, Tig also
evokes some sadness and discomfort in her audience. As Notaro leads to another joke, she drops a bomb on the
audience. “Here’s a little tidbit about me,” she begins, then continues after a pause, “I was diagnosed with bilateral
breast cancer” (3:00). Silence fills the room. No one dares to laugh. The reason is because the audience holds the
belief that it is not right to laugh when someone talks about cancer. Notaro knows this and uses it to her advantage.
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She goes on to talk about the mastectomy she had to have, making a sound effect to illustrate what happened to her
breasts. The audience remains silent. It is not until she goes into the next joke that the tension releases and the
audience laughs once more. This tension release is the key to Notaro’s strategy here. The sudden change in the
audience’s mood makes for an uncomfortable audience, and when one is uncomfortable, there is nothing better
than releasing that feeling. Therefore, Notaro releases her audience with a joke which signals, “It’s okay to laugh
now.” The effect of this is that the audience laughs even more. Although not physically present, her online audience
feel this tension as well. One commenter writes, “God bless her for surviving breast cancer and being able to joke
about it” (Comment by user Maser209). This commenter acknowledges that cancer is a touchy subject, but then
praises the comedian for making jokes about it. This comment shows that Notaro’s strategy caused her audience
members to feel some of the emotions that would be felt if the show were watched live. Since Notaro has lived
through cancer, she is also paints herself as an expert on the subject. The effect of this is that the audience will not
be offended by the cancer jokes, but instead be more attentive and believe her more.
Both of these elements of ethos and pathos intersect in many ways. One way these two intersect is through
the emotion involved in liking Notaro. Both online and live viewers have sympathy for Notaro. This sympathy

leads to them liking her more. This is because they see her as a likeable person who is need of comfort, so they
laugh at her jokes. She is using two strategies at once. By doing this, she maximizes the influence she has on her
audience. Notaro is simultaneously evoking emotions in the audience, and building her character for them.
Tig Notaro uses two main strategies to persuade her audience to laugh. She uses sympathy to evoke different
emotions, and she makes the audience like her. Both of these things intersect as Notaro uses sympathy to become
likeable and her likeability to cause emotions to well up in her audience members. Notaro used these strategies to
have a successful show which was evidenced by the crowd cheers and endless laughter. She is a strong rhetorician

who continues to use many strategies to be a fantastic comic.
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Composition

3rd Place
Allyson Williams
“So Many Weight Loss Tips & Tricks— How Do I Tell Which
Ones Are Real?”

So Many Weight Loss Tips & Tricks— How Do I Tell Which
Ones Are Real?
If you’re wanting to get in shape and lose weight but can’t decipher between what will actually work and all the
scams, check out this article for some insight.

By: Allyson Williams

March 31, 2017

Figure 1: Girl measuring waist
“Flat stomach, ‘healthy skin,’ large breasts and butt, thigh gap” is all I, and probably most of you, can personally
ever remember as being what a female should look like. With the spring semester almost at its end and
summertime just ‘round the corner, it’s almost instinct to feel the need to lose weight. But how are we supposed to
be able to tell what’s fact and fiction? There are sooooo many articles and blogs and opinions and guarantees that
seem to be a shot in the dark. Well, this post is going to help differentiate between the reliable sources and the false,
twisted ones.
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Let’s say I’m looking for ways to lose weight that doesn’t involve every waking hour in the gym or giving up every
type of food that taste good. Oh! And it can’t cost a whole bunch of money because let’s be honest—I don’t have a
whole bunch of money to spend and if I did, I wouldn’t spend it all on weight loss programs. Anyways, eventually I
come across the headline: “Melissa McCarthy: The Big Secret Behind Her Weight Loss? ,” which is pictured below.

Figure 2: Article over Melissa McCarthy's weight loss

The actress lost 45 pounds making her appearance drastically different rather quickly in the public’s eye. I think of
celebrities as having the best of everything— even the best weight loss secrets— which is what it sounds like I will
be finding out if I read the article. I’m expecting it will probably be an interview of some sort and the article’s first
few paragraphs set the scene for a story of her weight loss journey. However, the article soon became more of an
advertisement as it started to imply that I, the reader, can have the same results as Melissa McCarthy. It says:
“Melissa may have used the revolutionary fat burning power of Garcinia Cambogia Pure Extract to
achieve her amazing results! How might Garcinia Cambogia Pure Extract have worked to help Melissa
McCarthy shed more than 45 lbs.,, and how it could help you to lose weight, burn fat, and transform
your body?”
Clearly, this is an advertisement for the weight loss pill, Garcinia Cambogia. But, this article is more than just an
advertisement. It is a type of advertisement called “ native advertising,” which is described by the Federal Trade
Commision (FTC) as “...content that bears a similarity to the news, feature articles, and product reviews but is an
advertisement and typically not accurate to a degree. This misrepresentation is likely to affect consumers’ choices
or conduct.” Garcinia Cambogia is using Melissa McCarthy’s weight loss feature article as a platform to attract
readers and persuade them to buy their product. This concept of deceiving readers is nothing new and native
advertising is just one section within the broader issue of “fake news”. Even though writers and marketing teams
have used a strategy that includes false information for years, it is still talked about today with Joyce Valenza
commenting in October 2016, “Pure fake news sites use fabricated stories to lure traffic, encourage clicks (click
bait), influence or profit using intentionally deceptive, but highly intriguing, often sensational information.”
Because articles that purposefully include incorrect information do exist, we, as readers, need to learn how to be
able to decipher between what is true, false, and altered.
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Clue #1: The title will accurately indicate what the content will be. The title is “Melissa McCarthy: The Big Secret
Behind Her Weight Loss?” As decided earlier, the reader would expect to read the story of how Melissa lost weight
but instead, the article asked how the same product could help you. When the title and content do not match up, a
red flag is waived because the author is trying to attract readers using deception.
Clue #2: If the article makes a claim, evidence and sources should be provided that can be traced. Garcinia
Cambogia wrote, “Melissa may have used…”, which means they are not certain and they give no citation for why
they think that and how they came to that conclusion. The first time I read this article, I missed that “may have
used” phrase because I was simply skimming the information. When I went back and fully read the article, I
understood that Garcinia Cambogia is hoping other readers will miss that detail and order their product.
Clue #3: The source shouldn’t have any major grammatical/spelling mistakes and few to no minor mistakes.
However, when we look at the article by Garcinia Cambogia, there are two mistakes within just two sentences that
were quoted. While these mistakes alone do not prove a source reliable or not, it definitely can play a role in
diminishing an article's credibility.
After just three checkpoints, we can conclude that “Melissa McCarthy: The Big Secret Behind Her Weight Loss?” is
a scam and continue our search to find credible sources. While we used three clues in the example, some sources
may require a more thorough investigation to determine reliability. Eastern Michigan University's Library (EMU
Library) includes more clues (pictured below) that will help you as a reader decide if the source is true or false.

Figure 3: Six checkpoints to evaluate sources

The source evaluation clues above that are provided from EMU’s Library, are backed up by Eugene Kiely and Lori
Robertson, director and editing manager, respectively, for factcheck.org, in their joint article “How to Spot Fake
News.” Both sources give the same advice regarding the deciphering of real and fake news.
So as we continue to search for ways to lose weight for the upcoming swimsuit season, use these clues and
checkpoints to decide if that article is a scam or not. But, do not let source evaluation start with weight loss articles
and end there, too. Source evaluation is relevant to every topic since fake news is apart of every community.
Sometimes, it is the details that are false and as a reader, we need to consciously be aware that not every article or
published piece of information is accurately recorded or true. Remember— to write with credibility, you must use
credible sources.
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2nd Place

Hailey Lovgren
“Letter to English Department on Traditional Research Paper”
1000 W. Austin Blvd
Nevada, MO 64772
April 11, 2017
Cottey College English Department
1000 W. Austin Blvd
Nevada, MO 64772
Dear Cottey English Department,
I am writing to you to discuss the traditional research paper and its place in a first-year writing course. This topic
has been hotly debated for many years, and will mostly likely continue to be debated in the future. In fact, in 1978,
Mary Ellen Grasso was advocate for the inclusion of the research paper and modified the nature of the paper so
that it was “life-centered” or relevant to the student’s life to make the project more worthwhile (83). In 2011,
Barbara Fister, a college librarian, argued that the traditional research paper is best left behind because of the
convoluted definition and inappropriate emphasis on citation and proper formatting. Douglas Brent agrees with
the notion of an unclear definition, however, instead of rejecting the research paper, he petitions for a more precise
definition and asserts the genre is real and can have purpose (34). I believe that the research paper could use
certain modifications, but continues to have a place in first-year writing course.
The main issue with the traditional research paper is the lack of a strong and concise definition of what it is. Rather,
I think a more useful way to think of the genre is by what it accomplishes. This allows for more flexibility for the
format of the researched project. There is a lot of debate over whether or not the genre actually exists; according to
Douglas Brent, it does. His working definition of a rhetorical genre is “a set of repeated actions in response to what
is perceived as a repeated rhetorical exigence” (37). He states that in this sense the research paper is a genre
because the “rhetorical exigence of basing an argument on others’ texts presents special problems that are not
presented by, say, an expressive paper” (37). I find this important because it shows that the research paper is
unique and cannot fully be replaced by a different genre. However, since it does exist as its own genre, there is a
starting place for modification and defining what the project should achieve and how it can evolve. In Matt
Ritchel’s article, he names two new terms in academic writing: “old literacy” and “new literacy”. Old literacy refers
to “traditional forms of discourse and training” while new literacy is types of digital practices such as multimedia
presentations, blogs, and internet posts. Old literacy is what typically defines the traditional research paper. As we
continue to progress into the digital age, this new type of literacy will only become more prevalent in student’s lives.
By changing the definition of the traditional research paper and its genre to what it can help students achieve, it
lessens the rigidity of the format and helps it evolve with the progressing times. As long as the goals for student
outcome are met, the project is then allowed to take more forms that loosely fit in the genre.
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Both Cottey College and the Council of Writing Program Administrators have certain outcomes or goals of firstyear writing courses. In Cottey’s outcomes, there is one that is directly fulfilled by the research paper genre; develop
arguments and support those with source material. The Writing Program Administrators have elaborated more on
this topic on under the heading “Critical thinking, Reading, and Composing”. Not only does the Council of Writing
Program Administrators want students to “locate and evaluate…primary and secondary research materials”, they
also want students to “read a diverse range of texts” and “use strategies…to compose texts that integrate the writer's
ideas with those from appropriate sources.” These are basic skills that are necessary and easy to apply to many
different projects. Therefore, I think that this outcome should be a major part of defining the genre. This letter is
not what one might think of as a traditional research paper, yet it involves the student developing an argument and
reinforcing it with secondary sources. This also requires the student to read and evaluate many sources to make a
compelling argument. Referring to the first researched project I completed in Dr. Laughlin’s class, the project was
all about source evaluation in the form of a newspaper article. This required me to teach the audience about source
evaluations as well as use it for my own sources and justify their validity. This wasn’t exactly a traditional research
paper, therefore again, using outcomes to define the genre makes possible the flexibility that allows these two
projects to be an acceptable way to teach the research methods. Another outcome the WPA and Cottey has in
common is idea of knowing conventions. Generally, the traditional research paper comes with its own set of
conventions, including an academic tone, wide reaching somewhat anonymous audience, and MLA formatted
essay and citations. This strictness allows students to experiment in only one set of conventions with limited
knowledge on how to adapt to different conventions. Cottey’s outcomes specifically point to continuing to learn and
practice conventions, something that I feel a traditional research paper as is could not do. But by defining the genre
as something that teaches students conventions and how to use them, then students have more opportunities to
learn new conventions and utilize them. For example, maintaining a researched blog has a different audience and
formality level. An oral presentation based off an essay might use different sentence structures; a presentation is
rarely read off the page. Again, this letter has different formatting, a specific audience, and a professional tone. I
think that by defining the genre in this way will be more useful to students and allow for some variability in the
types of projects they do.
Most of the arguments against the traditional research paper can be solved by this redefinition of the genre.
Richard L. Larson writes that “the so-called ‘research paper,’ as a generic, cross-disciplinary term, has no
conceptual or substantive meaning” (813). Using the outcomes for the genre gives it substance and gives a concept;
they are the framework to which these projects can be built on. I would argue that the traditional research paper
does not need to be completely done away with so long as it meets these outcomes. Barbara Fister argues against
the traditional research paper because of how little the paper means to the student, “if you want students to learn
about a topic and be able to synthesize information effectively, fine – but don’t call it research.” She also takes issue
with the role of citation in these projects, “we questioned the emphasis on painstakingly citing sources correctly
when it detracts from more important issues.” I think her issue with the traditional research paper and the too
heavy emphasis on citation could be assuaged by this idea of defining the project in terms of what it can do for the
student. She does want students to learn these skills, she simply believes the research paper does not achieve this
for the student. However, if based around teaching these skills to the students, then the paper works, because its
defined by if it works or not.
I believe that if the research genre is defined by its outcomes and what it can teach the student, then the traditional
research paper does not have to be done away with and can allow for other projects to be included in the
curriculum. Projects don’t have to work in isolation either, an annotated bibliography can be a good way to get
students to be familiar with reading and understanding sources, while the research project helps them to use those
sources. Thank you for taking the time to read this letter and consider my argument.
Sincerely,
Hailey Lovgren
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Morgan Schmidt
“Three Birds”
“Mom, Mom!” I yelled as I tugged on my mom’s red coat, desperately trying to veer her attention to the
children's section of the library. She sighed and with a stern look repeated, “How many times do I have to tell you
to be quiet in a library?” Quick to ignore her, I pulled harder and she reluctantly followed. We walked past the
librarian’s desk filled with Post- It notes and children’s drawings and navigated through the towering shelves called
‘Atlas and Encyclopedia’. At last, we reached the children’s section full of art and large pillows. I led Mom to the
second to last shelf from the back and squatted down to the bottom and blankly stared. Mom stood with her head
down, a slight aura of annoyance as we stood there in silence.
“What is it Morgan?” she said at last.
“I can’t find it.” I simply replied.
“Find what? A book?” I continued to stare, zoning out as I checked every book. “What’s the title?”
“I don’t know.”
“Well… it would help if you knew the name.”
“It’s the one with wings.”
“Oh. That one.”
This was a regular occurrence. Every time my mother, sister, and I went to the Marion Library (which was
every other day), I would run to the children’s section and find the same book over and over again. The library had
two copies so I would rent one and take it home and when we came back, I would return the book, run to the
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children’s section and grab the other copy.
To this day, I do not remember the title of the book, nor can I seem to find it online, but it begins with a girl
sleeping in her bed. She wakes up to feel wings sprouting out of her back. She is horrified and asks her parents to
cut them off before she goes to school. The next morning the wings reappeared larger than before. Again, her
parents removed the offensive feathers. The wings appeared each morning and each time they smoothly clipped
the wings. On and on this went so that this unusual dilemma became ordinary and routine. That is, until the girl
had a stunning realization; these wings were a part of her. The girl realized that she needed to accept herself and
her wings. That day, she flew.
She goes to places that she has never been before and does things that can only happen in dreams. By the
end of the book, she feels more confident about facing her fear of judgment. As a child, I strongly related to this
book because I feared judgment from anyone I crossed paths with and it got to a point where I refused to
participate in class or social gatherings because I didn’t want what I said to be wrong. I lacked self confidence.
...
On a dry autumn day in the small woods of Iowa, my sister, Elyse, and I were sitting outside on a red

wooden bench by the massive fire pit on the matching red deck.
“I’m bored.” Elyse stated as she picked up ants, examining them, then promptly squishing them between
her thumb and pointer finger.
“What do you want to do, then?” I reply, uninterested.
“I don’t know.” she says automatically. “What do you want to do?”
I laid my head back against the worn wood and flaking red paint, staring up at the cloudless blue sky and watching
the dead orange leaves fall to the ground.

“Well… I had a dream of flying over the house last night.” I paused, thinking more about the dream. “It was
cool.”
“Let’s do that!” Elyse exclaimed, jumping onto her feet. I stood up, having an idea in mind, and proceeded
to run into the house, listening to my bare feet slap against the concrete walkway leading to the front door.
Wrenching the screen door open, I barreled my way to the cabinet under the sink and grabbed a handful of plastic
bags.
“Morgan, what are you doing with those?” Mom asked, convinced that I was going to make a mess.
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Breathlessly, I answered, “Elyse and I are going to jump off a cliff!” Without waiting for a response, I ran back
outside, where Elyse was hunched over, putting on her shoes. I slipped on my old red Crocs and handed her a bag.
I straightened my own bag and set the leftovers onto the bench.
“What are we doing with these?” Elyse asked skeptically.
“Watch.” I simply answered and proceeded to run off the edge of the deck. The wind caught the bag and I
imagined that I was skydiving as I landed in the dirt pile four feet below. “Imagine you’re flying.” I demanded.
“Okay.” she said and ran off the deck. When she landed, she exclaimed, “That’s so cool!”
“I know!” After that initial moment, we continued to run off the porch, imagining something that wasn’t
reasonable in our family budget.
I loved the idea of being able to fly, so I always enjoyed riding my bike with my hands high above my head
and swimming in the water, pretending I was in space. As I grew older, I wanted to be able to go skydiving or
ziplining. When asked what I wanted to be when I grow up, I said that I wanted to be an inventor so I could be
smart enough to make shoes that could make you fly.
...

When my family and I moved to Louisville between my fifth and sixth grade year, I felt all my dreams
become dust and I lost whatever self confidence I had gained during elementary school. I was the new Midwestern
kid exploring the southern culture. Middle school was a constant war of identity and high school wasn’t much
better. It wasn’t until junior year that I became fed up with being constantly pushed to the side because I
metaphorically lost my voice. I made a vow that I was to live in the moment with a free spirit.
When senior year began, I started losing faith in the vow I made a year ago. I doubted that I would ever be
good enough to actually accomplish my dreams and that I would be better stuck working at a minimum wage job

all my life. I became too worried about how I was going to pay for college each year and how I was going to find a
good paying job. This worry made me miss school because I would get sick for days at a time. During November of
2016, I realized that I needed to actually get into a college and focus on my grades than worry about events that
would happen in the next five years. At that moment, I knew a silent vow would never be remembered in times of
stress.
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That Christmas, I made the decision of getting a tattoo. I wanted to get a tattoo for a while but I was
concerned that having a tattoo would eliminate job possibilities; I feared that I would hate it or that my values in
life would change, but I surpassed the gnawing worry. I made the choice of getting three birds etched into my skin
as a permanent reminder of a free spirit.
When I went, my dad decided to get one too for the fun of it. I remember walking in smelling the ink,
cleaning supplies, and cigarette smoke. The little shop was filled with artificial lighting, turning my skin slightly
translucent. I was seated in the back and laid on my stomach with my shirt hanging above my head. When I heard
the sound coming from the needle, I tensed and began repeating a mantra inside my head. I will be fine. I will be
fine. I will be fine. As the needle neared my bare back, I took a deep breath and closed my eyes. I will be fine! I will
be fine! I WILL BE FINE! As he carefully etched my design, I focused on the pain. I remember thinking that, ‘This
isn’t any worse than getting my eyebrows waxed.’ When the tattoo was finished in no more than an hour, my dad
and I walked out feeling braver than when we walked in.
Now, whenever I take a shower or get dressed, I see the three birds flying off my shoulder in a constant
reminder of never forgetting to live as a free spirit. I have a choice in how I want to run my life and I shouldn’t be

focused on what ‘if’ or living a consistent life for all eternity. My goal is to live in the moment like it’s the last time
I’ll ever experience it and to truly enjoy every last bit, without worrying about judgment from others. Yes I’ll eat ice
cream with chopsticks, yes I’ll live in a trailer somewhere up in the mountains, yes I’ll dance in the grocery store
when a good song comes on. Don’t ever let you put limits on yourself; you’ll be surprised by what you can do.
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Creative Writing
3rd Place

Laurel Loyless
“Blue”
“Are you ready, mija?”
“As ready as I’ll ever be.”
“You can do this; I believe in you.”
I wasn’t ready, no way I was.
While I drove, I thought of my great-grandmother. She was a sweet old woman who never spoke too much, but
always said a lot. Her favorite color was pink and she always wore her pink sweater whenever possible.
The towering brick building showed up ahead. I peeked into the window before I entered to catch a glimpse of
my new workspace.
It only made sense that I would take Mrs. Ledo’s position. I was like her second-in-command, but I was new,
unused, unprepared to take on such responsibility.
“Hello, class. My name is Ms. Lucia and I will be your new American Literature teacher.”
Stares. Blank stares and silenced mouths.
“Let’s start our lesson then, shall we?” I nervously shuffled papers and wrote my name on the board in neat,
cursive letters.

***

She was nervous, he could tell by the small stains of sweat dotting the back of her solid pink sweater as she
turned around and wrote her name on the board. He wanted to say something, to ease her nerves somehow, but
what could he say? Emiliano Celda was trapped.
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“So to start today, let’s turn to page fifteen of our textbooks and read…”
She trailed off, her eyes searching the pages of her own copy of Best American Literature. Emiliano hated the
book. Why, he could not tell exactly. Perhaps it was because he found no one named Manny like his grandfather
or Juanita like his late mother. Only Stevens and Marys. No one talked about people like him. It seemed to
Emiliano that the textbook should have been titled Best Gringo American Literature. How could he say this
though? Even if he wasn’t a mute kid, he would still not be able to put into words the things that came so easily to
his mind.
“What did we think of this story?” At least she’s trying, he thought, but no one will answer, because this
“American” experience, is a white experience.

***

No answer. Silence. I expected as much. Prompt them, Mrs. Ledo’s voice rang in my head. I nodded and did as
she instructed.

“Do any of these experiences mirror your life?”
Silence. Again. I would try something else.
“Do you know anything about the author?”
A girl raised her hand in the air. Amelia had intricate brown braids on her head with bright, intelligent eyes. I
pointed to her, indicating that she could begin speaking.
“A white man.”
I was startled and struggled to formulate a response.

“Well, yes, that is right, but does anyone know his name?”
Another boy raised his hand. His name was Regio.
“Does it matter, his name?”
I nodded, “Having his name might help us to learn more about his motivation for writing the story.”
“I know his motivation.”
“What is that?”
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“To tell us how we should be living. Like white people.”
“Well, I don’t know about that...”
“Of course that’s why.” Another voice, this time the voice of Miguel, a short boy with thick glasses and a thick
Spanish accent. He had just moved to America from Mexico. One of the few who had come from the country. The
rest had had immigrant family members five or six generations back.
“Why do you think that, Miguel?” I tried to speak kindly, for I truly wanted to know the answer.
“’If you want to live in my country, you have to live like an American.’ That’s what a man told my father. He has
been spending money that we don’t have on classes to learn English, but did the white man care? No, he did not.
That’s how I know the meaning of this white man’s story.”
The silence was interrupted quickly. How her mother was asked if she was her mixed-race nephew’s nanny. How
his grandfather was arrested in the 1940s for resembling a man who had the same brown skin as him, but none of
the same features. On and on the stories went, until I couldn’t take it anymore, and I stopped the roaring chatter.
“Class dismissed.”

***

He could understand why she was upset. She didn’t want to accept that this was happening in a country that her
own family had made their home. Deep down, he knew that she had noticed the curious glances when she walked
into a JCPenny, that she heard the overly loud comments of the store manager to “watch that one,” that she felt the
sting when someone made a quip about her “gorgeous tan” that was natural to her and how “they wished they had
skin like that.” Emiliano wanted to slap her awake from the deluded haziness that she seemed to be living in.

He walked home, in silence of course, but this silence he enjoyed. Emiliano continued to leisurely tread home. He
couldn’t help but wonder what made her so blind to the truth of her own race. Finally, he arrived at his house.
The front door slammed open and closed again. El Viejo was home. That’s what he called his father, only in his
head of course. It translated to “the old man” in English, although he was only 35, hardly an old man. He always
seemed to be angry about something, whether it be his job at the office or Emiliano’s brownness, he always held
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blazing red in his irises.
“Get out here, boy!”
Emiliano rushed out, for he knew the consequences of meandering along. He looked at El Viejo silently, waiting for
instruction or comment. His blue eyes raged with the blazing red again before his fist came flying at Emiliano’s
cheek. He expected it, it was what it was. Emiliano was knocked down, and he remained on the ground until his
father got bored and went after a beer in the fridge. If Emiliano could count on anything, it was the fact that beer
was something that El Viejo enjoyed more than hitting him.

***

The weight of a classroom of children was on my shoulders. Their sorrow, shining through their stories had made
me tear up.
When I got home, I looked at my mother. She was beautiful, with her dark brown skin, and shining brown eyes. I
remember as a kid how she would never like her eyes. She wished for blue eyes, or green, any color but

brown. However, I always admired how her eyes shone with intelligence and wit. My father walked in and they
asked me how my day went. I told them it went well even though it was a total disaster.
“My students seemed to have lots of…passion.”
I heated up some of my mother’s Arroz Con Pollo from the fridge and basked in the comfort of the warm meal. Out
of the corner of my eye, I saw the white lettering of the textbook for my class. I picked up the heavy book. I turned
to the first story, but soon, the comfort food got to me and I fell asleep.
I awoke a little while later to a knock. On the other side of the door was someone I hadn’t seen in a long time. My

great-grandmother stood in my doorway with a pink sweater on. Her white hair seemed to shine in the fading
sunlight and I stood, stunned while she casually walked inside and shakily sat on my chair.
I was glad to see my great-grandmother, thrilled in fact. The only thing was...she had been dead for years.

***
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He had talked to his dead mother multiple times. He knew her like the back of his hand, and she was always there
to comfort him after El Viejo blew up. She would call him mijo and mi amor and pet his head lovingly awake after
he had passed out from the pain or exhaustion. He pictured her in his mind’s eye. He never quite saw her with his
physical eyes, but he had tried before, and she had left, so he never tried again.
“Why?”
He always asked that question. The beatings had always occurred, but the origin was unknown to him.
“He is Blue.”
That was always the answer. Everything was going numb. His eyes, his nose, his mouth, all the way down to his
feet. Just when his toes were about to go, he asked the second question that always came to mind.
“When?”
“Soon.”

***

She didn’t speak nor did she seem to move much once she took a seat on my chair. I didn’t know what to think, or
what to say. I took in her appearance.
“What are you doing here?”
She merely looked into my eyes silently and shrugged. She pointed at her arm.
“Are you hurt?”
She shook her head and pointed to her arm again, then pointed to mine.
“My skin?”

She nodded vigorously, pointed at the brown couch across from her, and then back to her skin.
“Brown…skin?”
She nodded once more and floated over to the couch that I had been sleeping on.
“I’m sorry, I don’t understand.”
She looked exacerbated, and seemed to be melting away. I scurried over and tried to grab the sleeve of her sweater,
but before I could, she was gone. I almost cried out in despair at my lost ancestor, gone yet again, but I held it in,
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held everything in, just like always.

***

She was back. Good. He liked her, he really did. She had a lot to learn, but he liked her nonetheless. He knew she
was close to a discovery of some sort.
“Class, why don’t we talk about the story that we started to discuss yesterday?”
Bad move. No way she would ever get through this story with the stunt Miguel pulled yesterday, bringing up the
things every dark-colored face in the class was thinking.
Stillness filled the room and no one spoke but the teacher for the full class time.
After school, he walked home to another beating. This was the worst one yet. El Viejo let his fists fly with reckless
abandon, his blue eyes flashing a fiery red, more bright than Emiliano had ever seen. Pain erupted all over. Neck.
Stomach. Arm. Leg. Nose.
“Why?” His voice was raw, unused for years, but the one word came out nonetheless.

His eyes were blue again instead of red. They were sky blue, ocean blue, royal blue. Cerulean. Cornflower.
Periwinkle. All the shades possible. Then, he answered.
“I am Blue.”
That was when Emiliano fell asleep. His mother was there again, soothing his head, but there was no pain. No
pain and no Blue.

***

White male, blue eyes, blond hair. Mother. Dead years prior. Father. Criminal record of hate crimes against
Mexican-Americans. Raped the mother. Son…beaten…death.
My ears focused on every few words as I tried to process. Emiliano Celda. He was one of my students. This death
must have been connected to the message my great-grandmother tried to give to me, I felt it deep in my bones and
I had learned to trust my instincts. Breathing hard, I went to my closet and ripped out my clothes for tomorrow,
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struggling to find something that I liked. I came across a soft pink sweater. I’ve got it!
“Dagoberto Gilb.”
Confused looks covered the classroom. Amelia raised her hand.
“Is this in the textbook?”
“No.”
“Dagoberto Gilb. Anybody know him?”
Every one of my students shook their heads.
“An American writer. He fits into our class nicely don’t you think?”
“His mother was born in Mexico, and his father was born in Kentucky. We are going to look at his story ‘Romero’s
Shirt.’ He wrote about a different kind of experience than is written about in this book.”
I held up the textbook, aimed, and shot it into the wastebasket with a loud clang. I pulled the sleeves of my pink
sweater up onto my arms and rubbed my hands together.
“Here’s to you, Emiliano.”
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Creative Writing
2nd Place

Malikah Fard-Allah
“Gyrate”

Gyrate
The beat was meant to make our hips swang
It was meant to make our knees buckle
And our thighs shake
The beat so smooth
We gyrate
Marvin Gaye
Voice of honeysuckle and lavender
Smooth to touch
Me, woman, out past bedtime
Enjoying the heat of it all a little too much
Red dress queen
Music infused
I can’t help the fact
That I was meant to move
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Room of neighbors, enemies, and friends
Here we all succumb to the congas
To the horn
To the strings
We all a little erotic after midnight
We all just trying to make amends
We gyrate
We gyrate
We gyrate
I gyrate
I gyrate
I gyrate
Until I can no longer remember my mother tongue
Or when was the last time I saw the sun
Here nothing matters but movement
As sweat is the currency that gives you status, fame, and recognition
The beat was meant to make our hips swang
It was meant to make our knees buckle
And our thighs shake
The beat so smooth
We gyrate
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Creative Writing
1st Place

Heather Taylor
“Freedom Day”
He shook the little paper cup, the few coins inside clanking together. Small faces in backseats pressed into
the window to get a good look at him. Businessmen in tight suits sneered down at him, skirting him on the
sidewalk. Jedidiah didn’t try too hard to collect the money. This was usually a bust corner, but the good ones were
taken, and he had a good reason to be at that one today.
He glanced across the street, towards the top of the building. The stubborn clock on city hall remained at
10:39. He stared at it, waiting, for what felt like an eternity. Then, taking its sweet time, the minute hand moved,
clicking to 10:40. The doors of the city hall burst open, stealing Jed’s attention away from the clock. The girl who
strode out stretched her arms in mock freedom, her red hair catching in the wind. A chubby woman toting a
toddler followed behind her, scowling. The young woman looked around and when her eyes found Jed, her face
exploded into a smile.
“Misdemeanor,” she announced, almost bragging. “Just some community service time.” Jed got to his feet
and wrapped her in a hug, burying his face in her hair.
“Don’t do it again, Firecracker,” he teased, letting go.
“Felicity.” The girl turned around to look at the woman standing by the doors, hip swung out to perch the
baby on. “Let’s go. I don’t have time for this.”
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“Meet at our spot?” Felicity gave him a quick grin and jogged across the street, where her mother was
prying open the door to a beat up silver car. Their spot was a graveyard about two miles away from the town
square. By the time Jed had collected his backpack and guitar and walked over there, it was midday, and his
stomach was grumbling. All he’d had for breakfast was a roll and a cheese stick from a local church.
In the shade of the tree he leaned against, he dumped out his backpack, sifting through the contents to find
food. He needed to do laundry; he was almost out of clean socks. He dumped the pathetic forty cents he had made
into his zip lock baggy of money. He had amassed maybe fifty dollars over the past couple months that he hadn’t
spent on food or cigarettes. He stuck his cup in the bag too and nestled it amongst a clean sweater, so no one would
touch it.
When Felicity showed up, she had a bag of food with her, which she swung back and forth as she walked.
She looked like a little girl trying to act grown up.
“What took so long, Lissy?” he asked, as they arranged themselves on either side of a grave in the shade of
the tree. She had brought a couple of Cuties, a loaf of bread, and some peanut butter, as well as a package of cookies
and water bottles. Jed ate hungrily, not caring if he looked like an animal. He’d missed dinner the night before.

“My siblings were playing with sparklers in the backyard when we got home, and almost set the yard on
fire.”
“Oh fun.”
As they sat and ate, Jed glanced over at the grave, for reassurance. His mother calmly sat and watched him,
the most attention she’d ever given him her whole life, as he ate his lunch with his best friend.

-

He watched his mom die when he was sixteen. He was the first person to find her. The needle was lying
innocently on the floor, while the band on her arm was untwining itself. She was propped on the couch, head
lolling to one side, unresponsive. She was still breathing, as he tried to shake her awake. He called a neighbor, but
by the time he got there, the skin around her mouth and fingers had started to turn blue. More neighbors amassed,
and someone suggested calling 911 when she continued to be unresponsive. As they were on the phone, his mother
started seizing, sending the room into a panic. Two people grabbed her, laying her flat on the couch, while another
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while another person grabbed Jed from behind, holding him back. Bile started to drip from her mouth, and Jed
saw her eyes rolled far back into her head as someone peeled her eyelids open. By the time the paramedics got
there, she had stopped breathing. Later, they determined that there was a chemical reaction in her body, wrong
toxins had mixed together, causing the seizures and eventually the heart failure.
In forty minutes, Jed watched his mom die.

He hadn’t known Felicity then. He knew her step-dad bought heroin from his mother. But he had only seen
her as that little freckled redhead that hung around the swimming pool, who received the affectionate name
Firecracker by her friends. Now, he was a regular guest in their house. He had never harbored any ill will toward
her family for buying from his mother. At least they were buying a clean supply.
He let himself in the back door, where Lissy’s mom was in the kitchen, stirring a pot on the stove.
“Jedidiah,” she greeted, wiping sweat off her forehead with the back of her hand. There was no air
conditioning in the trailer. “She’s watching TV in the living room. The babies are here, so watch where you step.”

“Thanks.” Lissy was slouched on the stained couch, feet propped up on a scratched up coffee table. Several
small children crawled around the ground, and several more were propped on chairs. Whether they were siblings,
cousins, or neighbors, Jed didn’t bother to find out. One of them could have been Lissy’s, and no one would have
been surprised.
“Jed!” Lissy was all smiles the moment she saw him. “Move over.” She shoved her brother aside, making
room so Jed could squeeze himself on the couch next to her. “Want to watch Family Feud?”
“Not really,” he answered quietly. But she assured him that she didn’t care and kept watching the start of

the episode. He sat and waited. The pathetic fan tottered in the corner, as one of the babies tried to stick its fingers
in the revolving blades. When the show was finally over, Lissy elected she would decide what they watched next,
snatching the controls from her sibling. Jed kept his voice low as he leaned closer to her. “I had other ideas of what
we could do.” She looked down to his pocket, where he had flipped open his cigarette carton. Inside were two
perfectly rolled blunts. Lissy’s face exploded into a smile.
She chucked the TV remote at her brother. “Let me grab my shoes. Mom, I’m leaving!”
_
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We ran up the hill, the dead grass scratching at our ankles. Laughter exploded from our lungs as the world
spun around us. We were in our own bubble, our vision fading into a tunnel that only our immediate surroundings
were permitted into. Our hands laced together, from Lissy’s motivation. We tripped and spun and laughed and
danced. Everything was perfect. Our cheeks hurt and our heads wanted to implode from pressure. As we tumbled
to the ground, our bodies melded into one. We were no longer two separate people, we were one in the same. We
watched as our arms burned into each other, like wax melting and forming a new shape.
“We’re like a blob,” we observe, staring down where our chests used to be separate. Our shirts were a
mixture of gray and green. Red slashed across it like blood, and we were momentarily startled. Why were we
bleeding? Did we cut ourselves? Were we attacked? Was it the grass blades, slicing through our clothes and skin,
taking revenging for infiltrating their kingdom? But then, with a new burst of laughter, we realized it was our hair.
That is where the blood came from, just strands of hair.
We mumbled to each other, nothings and everythings that we would later not be able to recall. We lay as
one person, staring up at the plaster-painted-blue sky, like a children’s nursery ceiling, with fluffy white clouds
everywhere. We could reach up and touch them, and grab handfuls of them like cotton candy, but we’d have to eat

it quickly, because we were so sweaty it would make the cotton candy melt, and then we’d be sticky from sweat and
sugar and blood.

An echoing bang exploded from the night sky. Huddled around the trash can fire, the men all looked over
their shoulders, towards the opening of the parking garage.
“Gunshot?” one of them grunted.

“Sounded like fireworks,” another said with the shake of his head, before huddling back over the fire. Jed
couldn’t understand why anyone would be shooting off fireworks in the middle of the summer, but he didn’t argue.
In this neighborhood, it could be either.
Explosions of laughter bombarded the garage, the shrill shrieks ricocheting off the concrete walls. Lissy and
her friends stumbled in, clutching each other to stay upright. Their giggles masked the explosions outside.
“Jed,” Lissy crooned, as he rose to his feet to catch her from falling.
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“And where have you been?” He arched an eyebrow, carefully evaluating her unbuckled belt and missing
shirt.
“The train yard.” Her hiccupping giggle was not the slightest bit amusing to him.
“Wearing this? You could attract all sorts, Lis.”
“Tell him what we did, Felicity. To that guy,” said one of her friends with slurred words.
“Oh yeah.” Hiccup. “He was trying to pick up Vee, so we lured him onto the tracks, and we tied his shoe
laces to the railroad.” The girls incinerated into another fit of giggles. Jed stepped back, letting the red head stumble
at the sudden loss of support.
“You could have killed him Lissy.”
“So what? He was drunk.” Her defiance had already begun to return. It drove him insane how rude she was
when she was drunk. She was a mean drunk, and not even an honest mean. Just plain mean.
“So are you.”
“Not as much as him.” That little fire had taking flame in her eyes. No matter how intoxicated she was, she
was ready for a fight.

“You’re killing me.” Jed turned away. But as he did so, everything clicked. He paused for only a moment,
not more than a second, but internally, it seemed like hours. Fireworks, red and gold, were shooting off behind his
eyes, bordering his gaze like one of those annoying Snapchat filters Lissy loved so much. His mind was having a
fiesta. Suddenly, everything made sense. She was sucking the life out of him. He spun back around. “You’re
literally killing me. I’m not your mom, and I can’t be your babysitter. It’s not my job to watch you when you’re
drunk or high, or hide you from the cops when you have an arrest warrant. When are you going to grow up? You
could have killed that man, and you don’t even care! What’s wrong with you?”

“What’s wrong with me? What’s wrong with you? Why are you still here Jed? You have no friends, no
family, nothing. You want to talk about growing up? When are you going to?”
“No, you’re right Felicity.” Her chest swelled just the slightest bit at those words. How she lived for being
right all of the time. That only angered him more though. “Why am I still here? Obviously I have no one.”
“Obviously.” The word sliced through him, leaving behind a trail of emotional blood. With one last
dehumanizing glare, she turned on her heel, gathered her friends, and they staggered out of the garage.
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Fireworks exploded in the sky. With each display of colors, Jed’s huddled body was illuminated, as he furtively dug.
He had nicked a small trowel from someone’s front yard, and, with his backpack a few feet away, he crouched over
his mother’s grave. If anyone saw him, they would see a mad man, digging up a corpse. After nearly thirty minutes
of scraping at the dirt, he uncovered the little box. He scooped it out and plopped it next to his guitar. It took him no
more than ten minutes to refill the hole, plant a small poppy bulb, and gather his belongings.

The bus pulled into the station promptly at 8:40 the next morning. It was already half full. As he handed his
ticket to the driver, the man offered him a grin, ignoring his grimy clothes and unshaved face.
“Happy Fourth,” the driver said. Jed stopped.
“What?” Fourth what? Fourth person, fourth hobo, fourth arrest?
“You know, Fourth of July. Happy Freedom Day.”
“Oh yeah.” The fireworks. Everyone shot off fireworks the night before the Fourth of July. “Um, Happy

Freedom Day to you too.” He pushed his way down the aisle, careful not to bang his guitar on anyone. He sat in an
aisle seat next to a docile old woman who offered up a smile, but scooted closer to the window none-the-less.
He reached California the next day, standing on that beach his mother so dearly dreamed of. There his life
would start again. He stood for a bit, staring out at the ocean, his mom’s box safely in his hands. And then, after
forty minutes, he would turn away. He would see a set of vagrants on the sidewalk, and, after flipping open the
cigarette carton to observe the five cigarettes and two blunts left, he would toss it to them, tossing his old life away
with it.

One year had been good to Jed. He spent the first few months of his new life in homeless shelters and churches, but
now he lived in temporary housing where, as long as he kept a steady job and saved up, he was permitted to reside
until he was on his feet. He had a job at a little Mexican restaurant off the boardwalk where he worked as a bus boy.
“Just until we know we can trust you” the manager had said when Jed had begun working. Most people didn’t
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vagrants and former winos, so he snatched the job.
One year later, on his Sunday off, he stood again on the glass beach. The breeze ruffled his hair, and he retrieved
a hand from his pocket to sweep it back into its neat haircut. A gentle pain dug into his foot, and he leaned down to
pick up the little piece of sea glass. It was orange, like her favorite color. Or, was that blue? He stood staring at the
glass, running his fingers over it, and smiled a little to himself. He couldn’t even remember what her favorite color
was.
The pops of fireworks startled the nearby seagulls, who took off into the sky with disapproving squawks.
Jed tossed the sea glass back onto the sand, and turned away, as the first fireworks became visible in the growing
dusk.
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Everyday Writing
3rd Place

Morgan Brown,
“Planner: Technical Instructions for Everyday Writing”
Due to the extensive design of Morgan’s project, we have opted to provide a link to her work instead of moving it
into this format: Planner: Technical Instructions for Everyday Writing.
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Everyday Writing
2nd Place
Veronica Goldyn
“Personal Voice Essay”
To disclose beforehand, this story, and other stories, is from my perspective alone. Anything said that causes
offense should not be taken that way. Since this is my own voice, you will be reading from my own eyes, thoughts,
feelings, and heart. It is, by no way, meant to objectify any other similar experiences.

As a child, one of the only privilege I had on my side was white privilege. This may seem like a big deal to others,
but when you are a girl living in Chicago whose family is stricken with such poverty that the grave should have
been where I ended up, it isn’t such a big deal. Sure, my family being white might have helped give us a few extra
meals on the table. But it might have been more of the fact that my mother was constantly swimming in debt,
drowning in it, asking so much from friends and payday loaners that you might as well be surprised that I had a
roof over my head all my life. Well, some of my life. When I was five, a tent was my only shelter and home. Where
the one true meal I ever remembered having outside of school was a nice, big burger, the rest being mini Babybels
and bologna & cheese wraps because my mom couldn’t afford much of anything else; and it didn’t help that she
wasn’t there to feed us herself because she was busy making the little money she could to barely help us by. This
was when my younger brother and I had to suffer the abuse of my father most. My mother was too busy with her
waitressing job, she had no time to take care of the health of her kids! She was too busy making the money to take

care of us, all the while making herself fall more and more into the depths of overworking. When we lived at my
father’s parents’ house it was a different story since we were “always watched”, but my grandmother wasn’t any
better than the son she gave birth to, kicking us out after “I” gave everyone the parasitic L word when it was, in fact,
my cousin, who would constantly steal my bed from me. But because my family and I were the dependent ones, my
brother and I were the dirty ones, I was the one who played too long with the tadpoles after my cousin brought me
out to see them, we were the ones to bring such filth in. My mother had no money to support a roof over our heads.
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We couldn’t just hail a taxi and move next to the closest aunt or uncle. We were stranded in this unfamiliar place,
nowhere to turn to, nowhere to go. My mother couldn’t even get ahold of the rest of my non-immediate family until
many months later because we didn’t really have access to a phone. But after one of my mother’s workplaces was
lost in a fire, while my brother and I were suffering from a horrendous bout of pinkeye, enough was (finally)
enough. My aunt was contacted and finally cared enough to come help. When my family was finally rescued from
my father, we moved to the worst place possible for people like us: a small, upper-class white town. Where
everyone HAD to know everyone and their business, otherwise they weren’t one of the townsfolk. Where people
would literally think it to be the strangest thing when they heard “free lunch”, “free school” or “I may eat tonight”.

I still can remember my first day of class, not ever really knowing a mean classmate before then, and being
shunned before I even muttered the words “Hello, my name is Veronica!” Now, you may think this is a typical new
kid experience. I thought it was too at first. Things weren’t like this in my Chicago or Florida school, but everyone is
different right? …I continued to think that way for the next 9 of the 11 years I was living there. After year 5 of
constantly being ignored, bullied, and rejected, I knew that still being as the “new kid” was more than just that.

These kids, who had cellphones at the age of 10 (big money step, back then), would break them monthly or even
weekly and have new ones the next week, and would have their parents there for every single parent event the
school would hold, from parent teacher conferences to bring your parent day for whatever reason, had no need to
communicate with the likes of someone who didn’t have a nice house for people to come to and eat up from top to
bottom. I remember the day when I finally could get a glimpse of others my age who were like me: the one
miraculous time my mother could come to a bring your parent event my second-grade year. Many children, who I
did and didn’t expect to see parents with, had no one there for them that day. And I could point out who they were.

I saw the groups that bell hooks had seen as a child: the isolated poor whites that were ignored and scoffed at by
the upper whites.

Although I would do well in school, I would constantly fall ill and would have to stay home every other week for 23 days (sometimes the whole week), if I was with my mother. My mother never had time to take me to the doctor.
Only when I showed her the contents of my stomach (literally) would she think it would be serious enough to go.
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But not without a “Oh my goodness, fine! There won’t be anything seriously wrong with you, just so you know!
They’ll just give you medicine and be done!” After the doctor would say what it was, she would burst out, “See, I
told you!” She would be upset because she wasted time on me instead of making (barely any) money at her
waitressing job. It didn’t help our budget any with my mother smoking, however. Or that later in life she became a
cat hoarder, making my physical, mental, and emotional health even more strained. When I was younger, and not
strong enough to stand up for myself, I would have to help feed into these habits with whatever cash I might have
randomly come across, lest I face her unexpected anger. When we had moved out of town, due to her submitting to
her now ex then boyfriend, this made things increasingly more difficult on our budget, and essentially isolated my
brother and me. This made things even more difficult on our health as well, as doctor visits were even harder to
come by, making emergency visits to the hospital more common.

As with the cat hording, this affected all of us greatly. Not just physically, but mentally, emotionally, financially, and
socially. We couldn’t afford to keep feeding the animals or giving them more cat litter and cat litter boxes as we
struggled to feed or even bath ourselves because we couldn’t afford gas for our hot water. My mother didn’t want

them outside, in fear that the coyotes would eat them. So, as the number of cats grew, so did the smell. We couldn’t
wash it away, nor could we wash our shame away. I could see everything deteriorating before my eyes. Especially
my health as I became more dirty, having to deal with the parasitic L word once again for 2 years (along with fleas),
more stressed, more neglected, more depressed (to the point of daily suicidal thoughts and multiple attempts), and
more socially isolated from the already distant community. As I began to recognize this deterioration, I began to
panic. Being sick is one thing, but “being mental” is another level. I was scared for a long time to ask for help. When
I had one of my huge depression fits in front of her, she thought that I was “taking drugs”. When I finally said

enough is enough, my mother made it the biggest deal in the world, saying “We’ll see if the doctor thinks you need
it or not.” She was afraid of the cost. She was afraid that her “little girl” would be mentally unfit to work, to continue
to go to school, to even make good grades. She didn’t want to lose her housing opportunity in the future when she
would get old and needed to live off one of us. I was supposed to become the veterinarian who would make all the
money and fetch us all out of poverty.
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Where did I end up? Where many children end up in the end of situations like this: homeless. Still, to this day, I
struggle with this issue. I still have many health issues stemming from this environment. And to this day, many of
the issues are undiagnosed because I can’t afford the means to figure them out, or my doctor won’t help me, the
Medicaid patient, figure it out. But I have made it far, growing with many others around me, and making more
connections than I ever thought possible. My past isn’t completely behind me. But I am proud to be able to be
strong enough now to fight back.
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Everyday Writing
1st Place
Veronica Wright
“How Religion Shaped Greek Life and Architecture and How
Architecture and Life Shaped Greek Religion”
There is no question that religion has traditionally been a primary centerpiece piece for art; exemplary
examples of this include art in Egypt and art created up until the shift during the Enlightenment. Religion has been
a core foundation for artists throughout many centuries, and this idea remains true when analyzing Greek art and
architecture. In specific, Athenians displayed their devotion to their gods through depicting stories of their gods on
buildings and devoting whole buildings to certain gods. Overall, using the Parthenon as an example, I will convey
how the Athenian’s religion influenced their art, how their art in turn influenced their religion as well as how this
connection between art and religion improved their social interactions.
First, putting the Parthenon into context, the Parthenon was built in the latter half of the fifth century BCE
on the Acropolis in Athens (Corbett, 7). At this time, Athens was recovering from their war with Persia in 480
BCE, not only recovering but surprisingly prospering (Corbett, 7). At this time, Pericles had come into power and
won over the people’s vote to erect a building in name of Athena, the city’s protector (Corbett, 7). Furthermore, the
Parthenon not only housed religion, but this project employed a numerous amount of Athenians (Ashmole 91), the
main contributors being Phidias, Iktinos, and Kallikrates (Corbett, 7). Additionally, Pericles arranged this large
project to be financed by the Delian League (Ashmole, 91), which “was an alliance of Greek city-states led by

Athens and formed in 478 BCE,” so this project was not detrimental to the economy in Athens
(Cartwright). Moreover, the Athenians were supportive of this project because the Parthenon conveyed the
Athenians “civic pride,” served to “impress foreigners,” and illustrated their love for Athena and her everlasting
greatness (Corbett, 7-8).
To start, the frieze of the Parthenon depicts how deeply the Athenians’ religion impacted their lives and
architecture. Each year in late summer on the supposed birthday of Athena, the Athenians held a festival to
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celebrate the protector of their city, and this festival consisted of “contests of athletics, music, and dancing” called
the Panathenaea (Corbett, 15). More importantly, every four years, the Athenians would dress a wooden statue of
Athena in a new peplos, which was carried all throughout the city of Athens in a magnificent processional called the
Great Panathenaea, which is depicted along the frieze of the Parthenon (Corbett, 15). This shows the Athenians
immense love for Athena not only guided how they lived and partied but displayed that their religion was so
important to them that they recreated their religious traditions in their art. In all, the frieze is an intricate piece of
work that shows immense dedication to their goddess and their strong devotion to their religion and religious
traditions.
Next, both of the pediments also portray how the Athenians great devotion to Athena affected their art and
allowed their religion to flourish. To begin, the East pediment illustrates the story of the birth of Athena, but it was
not a traditional birth since she was a goddess (Corbett, 23). The pediment depicts Hephaestus splitting Zeus’s
head with an axe, and a fully-armed Athena arising from Zeus’s head, which symbolizes the Athenians view of the
importance of knowledge (Corbett, 26). This portrays that stories such as this enhanced the Athenians religion by
adding a deeper meaning to it (Corbett, 26). Combining Athena’s backstory with Athenian ideals reasserted their

beliefs and strengthened their sense of religion and their devotion to their ruler.
Similarly, the West pediment also portrays how religion was an essential centerpiece in Athenian art and
enhanced Athenian religion. The West pediment illustrates the battle between Poseidon and Athena to become the
guardian of Athens. As the story goes and the pediment displays, Poseidon created a salt water spring by striking a
rock with his trident, and to combat this, Athena erected the first olive tree, vital to Athenian culture. By the
decision of Zeus, a jury, or a by a legendary Athenian hero (depending on which story), Athena reigned victorious
(Corbett, 24). Again, displaying stories such as these allowed Athenians to be more prideful of their religion and be

more devoted to their protector. Also, the display of the life of Athena allowed the Athenians to be constantly
reminded of the majesty of Athena, therefore, improved their love for her.
Similarly, the fact the Athena won the batter to rule Athens by erecting an olive tree reinforces Athenian
ideas through religion. The use of an olive tree in this story worked to stronger bind Athenian culture with their
religion because the olive tree was such a large part of the Athenians diet, construction, cosmetics, and general
livelihood (Aitken-Burt). Along with this, depicting this story through art also allowed Athenians to combine all
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three of these elements making each of these aspects essential to Athenian life.
Lastly, As depicted in the frieze, the Athenian’s religion not only transformed their art and architecture but
also their social life. To extend on this, women's role at this time in Athens was an indirect result of their Athenian
goddess. As seen in the frieze, there are, of course, many men, but suddenly, on the East side, all the figures are
women (Ashmole, 142). This shows that women were allowed and encouraged to participate alongside men in
important religious traditions. Furthermore, because Athena was a women, this allowed women in Athens to
achieve more politically than other women of this time. Moreover, unlike in many other societies at this time,
women in Athens were allowed to have power in the form of being a high priestess of Athena Polias in a religious
faction devoted to Athena, which allowed women to obtain higher status (“The Women of Athena’s Cult”). This
shows that the Athenians devotion to a female god allowed Athenians to view the women of their city as potential
power figures and thus, affected the social structure in Athens. Additionally, as depicted in the frieze, women were
essential to the weaving of Athena’s new peplos for the Great Panathenaea. During this time, two young girls
would stay with the high priestess and help her make the important garment (“The Women of Athena’s
Cult”). This illustrates that as a result of Athena being a woman, females in Athens were able to play a vital role in

traditions and that Athenian women were more socially accepted as important in Athens rather than in other
places at this time.
In essence, the Athenians strong devotion to Athena impacted their art and their lives. The Athenians
utilized their religion as a focal point for their art and architecture and allowed it to shape their lives through
traditions and social interactions. This allowed the Athenians to tremendously excel in their artistic skills through
challenging themselves constantly to
convey stories important to their religion.

Their religion also allowed them to improve
their everyday interactions and connections
with those around them. Overall, the
Athenians’ strong sense of self and
reassurance in what they believed permitted
them to progress rapidly.
The Parthenon (“Animations Show The Timeline Of Acropolis And Parthenon”).
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Professional Writing
3rd Place
Morgan Brown
“Résumé for Professional Writing”

To preserve Morgan’s formatting, we’re providing a link to her work: Resume for Professional Writing.
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Professional Writing
2nd Place
Allyson Williams
“How to Properly Clean and Oil a Western Saddle”

Due to the extensive design of Allyson’s project, we have opted to provide a link to her work instead of moving it
into this format: How to Properly Clean and Oil a Western Saddle
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Professional Writing
1st Place
Sarah Gage
“Saving Shelter Lives with Social Media Proposal”
Purpose: To create an internship that allows Cottey College students to work with the Nevada Animal Shelter to
run their social media, resulting in higher animal adoption rates.
Audience: Renee Hampton, Cottey College Internship Coordinator
Introduction
In today’s day and age, social media has become a key form of communication for most people. Not only are
Facebook, Instagram, and other forms of social media great for connecting people across the world, but they are
also popular platforms to share and spread information to a large number of viewers. Social media has opened
doors for a number of organizations to connect with people, both on a local and global scale; however, many
organizations are not taking advantage of the numerous benefits of social media use. The Nevada Animal Shelter is
a prime example of an organization that would benefit greatly from continued and organized use of social media.
When animal shelters use social media to post information about adoption events, available animals, etc. their
adoption rates rise (Bogle). By displaying the positive characteristics and personalities of the dogs and cats in a
shelter on social media, more people will be apt to click, like, or share the post, resulting in more views. The more
views that an adoptable animal post gets, the more likely it is that the dog or cat will be adopted.
The biggest concern about being extremely active and up-to-date on social media and animal postings is the time
commitment that it takes. With a small staff and plenty of animals for whom to care, those who work at the Nevada
Animal Shelter do not have time to add another duty to their list. However, by creating an internship through
Cottey, a student will be able to run and update their social media (Facebook, Instagram, and Petfinder), get college
credit, receive real-world experience, and gain a new insight into the oppression of animals. In addition, Cottey
students will gain a broader understanding and knowledge of the oppression of animals. As women, the students
will be able to connect with the shelter animals due to a shared sense of “otherness” in a patriarchal system.
Background
While the Nevada Animal Shelter focuses on finding people to adopt their animals, the shelter does euthanize
animals. If a dog or a cat -- cats being Nevada’s primary strays -- are not adopted quickly enough, the threat of
death remains. It is vital for Nevada Animal Shelter to find a solution in order to increase their adoption rates, and
social media may be the answer.
The Nevada Animal Shelter’s social media presence is minimal. The shelter does not have a website, so Facebook is
the primary platform used to share information about their animals and events. While Facebook can be a great way
for organizations like animal shelters to alert their community about animal needs, updates can often get hidden or
posted in bulk. The Nevada Animal Shelter Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/
NevadaMOAnimalShelter/) is updated regularly; however, the posts are not always helpful in terms of gaining
forever homes for their animals. The page has an “Adoptable Pets” tab, but there are no animals listed. Similarly,
the information about animal sponsorship is hidden in the “Notes” tab -- which most people would not look at or
be able to find. Some of the shelter’s posts about their animals are thorough, but others are large albums of photos
that only contain basic animal characteristics (name, breed, age, gender). While the information that the shelter is
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providing on their social media platforms is encouraging and somewhat helpful, the posts could be much more
thorough and shared, encouraging more adoptions.
This issue is also present on the Nevada Animal Shelter Petfinder.com page. While there are a number of adoptable
animals listed on the page (http://awos.petfinder.com/shelters/ MO374.html), not all of the dogs and cats are
listed. There are also no thorough descriptions of the dogs or cats in the “About” section on each of their pages. The
lack of description prevents readers and viewers from seeing animals with individual personalities. From reading a
description that only includes minimal information (name, breed, sex, age, size, color, and a photo), a prospective
adoptive family will not know whether an animal would be compatible in their home. The Petfinder page also does
not present the shelter as being an inviting or comfortable environment, as the photo of the shelter makes it look
like a shed. While the shelter is not the most beautiful building, there are better ways to present it in order to make
the building seem more inviting. Presenting a positive environment is especially important for the shelter’s online
audience.
It is incredibly common for children to be the instigators of adopting a family pet. A child or young adult’s primary
option of viewing the adoptable animals in their community is typically through the internet -- especially since the
Nevada Animal Shelter is somewhat out of the way and on a road that is not incredibly safe to walk. Children are
traditionally impatient, so if it is difficult to find a list of adoptable pets or information about the animals, then they
may stop looking. By broadening their social media presence, Nevada Animal Shelter will have a higher chance of
finding forever homes for their animals. Through the use of Facebook, Instagram, and an updated Petfinder page,
the shelter can increase the number of shares and views that their adoptable animals have, raising the opportunity
for the dogs and cats to be adopted (Bogle).
The primary conflict that has prevented this change from being made in the past is centered around the time social
media work would take. The shelter is often too busy to even place information cards on the animals’ cages, so how
would they have time to regularly update their social media pages? By creating an unpaid intern position for local
college students, the shelter can insure that their adoptable pet lists and posts are accurate and up-to-date. With
this change and new position, the animals will have a higher chance of adoption, as their true personalities and
characteristics will be presented to online viewers. In the end, the use of social media can increase adoptions, which
would lower the number of animals that are euthanized at Nevada Animal Shelter.
Saving Shelter Animals with Social Media
Internship
Before discussing the work that would go into the purpose and intention behind creating and updating social media
accounts, it is important to acknowledge whose responsibility this would be. As mentioned, the employees at the
Nevada Animal Shelter are too busy to take on another task, especially one fairly large. Because of the time
commitment, an internship should be established for Cottey College students to have the opportunity to work with
the animal shelter and focus on running and maintaining their social media accounts. The internship would be
beneficial to students in a number of various fields of study, including (but not limited to): business,
communications, marketing, journalism, videography/photography, graphic design, and environmental/animal
studies. By having an intern each semester, the shelter will save time and resources compared to if they took on the
responsibility themselves (Harrell).
In order to insure that the social media pages (Instagram, Facebook, and Petfinder) are consistent in their
information, format, etc. a style guide should be established for the intern to follow. This will assist a student who
may not have a lot of experience with social media work in a professional setting. These guidelines will establish
any expectations of the intern (how often to post, where to post, what to include in a post, etc.). Most students are
familiar with basic social media skills, so the guidelines would include basic information about the needs of the
shelter itself, such as: how often to post, how to get the animal’s information, etc. The style guide and internship
guidelines should be determined by the animal shelter manager in order to insure that the intern is best meeting
the needs of Nevada Animal Shelter. However, the instructions and expectations should be clearly laid out and
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and thorough enough for the student to be able to work independently and efficiently. This way, the shelter staff
can be fairly hands-off with the social media, giving them one less duty for which to be responsible. This would
allow the employees to focus more on the animals and the shelter itself.
Student interns would be able to update Facebook and Instagram through the mobile apps on their phone; if the
student doesn’t have a smartphone, Facebook and Instagram, as well as Petfinder, can also be updated using a
computer. In order to earn one credit for the internship, the student must follow Cottey’s internship requirements
of completing 45 hours over the course of the semester. Since the student will be spending so much time at the
shelter, they should be able to assess an animal’s personality, take photos, etc. in order to post a thorough profile of
the dog or cat online.
By opening up the internship to Cottey students, the College will be able to further emphasize the importance of
social responsibility. By working with the animals, the student will be exposed to ethical and responsible actions
that would benefit the local community of Nevada. A woman’s responsibility in holding this internship is important
due to the connection of women’s oppression to animal oppression. Women are able to relate to the “otherness” or
discrimination that animals are subjected to. With men at the top of the social hierarchy, women become
underprivileged -- like animals. Women and animal discrimination is a result of male domination of nature
(Donovan 65). Because of shared oppression, women are traditionally more empathetic towards animals.
Therefore, women (specifically cultural feminists) see animals as individuals that have the ability to suffer and feel.
Through their interaction with shelter animals, Cottey women would be able to recognize many of these elements
that are in place within a patriarchal system and connect with the dogs and cats who are “othered.” Throughout the
internship, students may find that their work is emotionally charged; however, by recognizing the importance of
caring for and finding homes for the animals, Cottey women will further recognize the importance of animal
welfare.
Lastly, with a number of students already volunteering at the shelter on a weekly basis, the College can advertise
the social media internship in order to find a student -- such as one of the volunteers -- who has a passion for
animals. Most students will also need some sort of internship credit to graduate with a baccalaureate degree from
Cottey, so the social media internship would also provide that opportunity to a Cottey woman. Like other Cotteyorganized internships, the position would most likely be filled during the school year by a student. However, during
the summer months, the shelter can advertise the volunteer position to local Cottey students (or students spending
the summer in Nevada).
Social Media
While the Nevada Animal Shelter does post a few animal features on Facebook, the adoptable pet posts are
typically done in bulk. Due to the large posts that focus on a number of animals, rather than just one, the animals
are stripped of their personalities and individual characteristics. Instead of portraying the animals as individuals,
this approach presents them as a mass -- a group of homeless animals in need of adoption. The feminist care ethic
pushes the idea that mass terms result in the denying of individualism or individual lives, creating a sense of
“otherness” that makes animals less-than (Adams 25). By incorporating longer stories about the animals, their
personalities, their characteristics, their likes and dislikes, etc. readers and viewers of the online animal profiles will
be able to discover whether or not they can connect to the animals more. Not only is a fun fact or quirk about the
animal helpful, but so is a photo or video of the dog or cat. Media will get the attention of people scrolling through
their newsfeed, so by attaching a video of the dog playing outside or a photo of the animal out in the grass, the post
will get more attention (Clark). More attention leads to more views, likes, and shares, which allows for the post to
reach a further audience. More people will see and interact with the post, allowing for a higher possibility of
someone realizing that the animal being featured would be perfect for them. By asking people to share posts, more
awareness will be gained through the additional interactions and views and more animals will be adopted (Harrell).
Animal descriptions that are thorough and inviting should be used on both Facebook and Petfinder in order to
display the animal’s “best self.”
In addition, the Petfinder page link should be clear and easy to access for Facebook users (e.g. pinned to the top of
the shelter Facebook page). Since the Nevada Animal Shelter does not have a website, Facebook and Petfinder are
their primary platforms to share their adoptable animals. The “Adoptable Pets” tab on Facebook should either
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be removed or updated regularly. If updated, each pet should also have a link to their Petfinder page. This will
connect the shelter’s various social media platforms in a user-friendly manner. Lastly, the shelter photo on
Petfinder should be updated. Like the animal photos, it should look welcoming. By placing volunteers or employees
by the front door or sign with a couple dogs and cats, it can make the humble building appear much more inviting
to visitors and internet viewers.
Instagram, on the other hand, is seen as being a more casual social media platform than Facebook or Petfinder.
Traditionally, Instagram posts are short, to the point, and photo- or video-oriented. Young adults and adolescents
are also more active than adults on social media applications such as Instagram. By using the platform, the Nevada
Animal Shelter can focus their posts to the younger generations in the Vernon County area. As with Facebook, the
more “likes” that a photo receives on Instagram, the more noticed it is. Instagram utilizes hashtags, which would be
helpful in sharing and spreading the shelter’s animal posts. The focus of Instagram would be on a community level.
Ideally, the posts would be focused on day-to-day interactions with the animals, updates, fundraisers, or even
shelter event advertisements. Instagram posts can also be connected to Facebook, so the posts can appear on both
platforms -- eliminating the need to make two separate posts. Lastly, Instagram is much more conducive to the
posting of short videos and quick updates. With the “story” feature, the social media intern has the ability to post
short videos or photos of the animals, volunteers, events, etc. as well as have a more focused theme for the
individual photo/video posts. Videos and photos can be uploaded quickly (faster than Facebook) and viewers aren’t
bogged down by text; the media is the focus.
Conclusion
Therefore, social media is incredibly beneficial as a platform for animal shelters to use, as it helps in increasing
adoption rates. By making regular and updated posts on Facebook, Instagram, and Petfinder, the Nevada Animal
Shelter will be able to draw in more potential adoptive families, resulting in more animals finding their forever
homes. As a result, fewer animals will have to be euthanized due to lack of space in the animal shelter. Success of
the internship and social media use will be measured by the raised rate of animal adoptions on a weekly, biweekly,
or monthly basis. Not only will the student gain new skills and insight into the oppression of animals and its link to
women’s oppression, but the animals’ lives will be bettered. Therefore, I recommend the creation of a student
internship between Cottey College and the Nevada Animal Shelter that focuses on social media and animal
adoption.
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Writing in a Foreign Language:
1st Place
French
Kara Alford
“Portrait de ma famille”

Ma famille est traditionnelle et consiste en mon père, ma mère, mon frère et moi. Mes parents sont mariés il
y a trente-neuf ans. Mon frère est marié aussi avec ma belle-sœur et ils ont trois filles. J’ai une tante qui est la sœur
de ma mère à qui je suis très proche.
Mon frère est pompier. Il peut avoir l’air arrogant mais il est intelligent. Il a des cheveux blonds. Il est gros
et grand. Mon frère est marié à ma belle-sœur, Stephanie, et trois filles. Ma belle-sœur est un ingénieur nucléaire.
Elle est aussi intelligente, petite et raisonnable. Ma belle-sœur et moi, nous nous entendons bien. Mon père a
toujours l’air joyeux et il est ravi de mon obtention d’un diplôme. En revanche, ma mère est anxieuse. Mon père
apprécie le gouvernement alors il travaille pour le gouvernement. Il est content de son travail. Mon père est grand,
en forme, et il porte un appareil auditif. Ma mère fait semblant d’être jalouse de ma tante parce que ma tante et moi
nous entendons bien. Ma mère est très stricte avec l’éducation. En général, elle semble souvent malheureuse car elle
a des maladies mentales. A cause de ses maladies, ma mère se fait toujours du souci de moi parce qu’elle veut me
protéger. Elle pense toujours que quelque chose de mauvaise va m’arriver, alors, ma mère et moi ne nous
entendons pas bien. Ma mère est aussi grosse. Elle a des cheveux bruns et des yeux bleus.
Ma famille a une tradition que j’aime. Chaque fois que nous déménageons, on permet à mon frère et moi
de choisir où nous voulons passer les vacances. Par exemple, si mon frère choisit pour cette année, je choisis pour

l’année prochaine. Ces évènements ont influencé ma vie. Les choix des lieux en Allemagne m’ont influencée le
plus. J’ai appris à ne pas juger les gens qui sont différents de moi ou qui ont des cultures différentes de moi. Une
fois, nous avons visité le camp de concentration de la Seconde Guerre mondiale avec mon grand-père, ma grandmère, ma mère, mon père et mon frère. Mon grand-oncle, le frère de ma grand-mère a combattu et est mort
pendant la Seconde Guerre mondiale. Nous sommes allées à ce camp de concentration pour apprendre l’histoire.
L’autre évènement important de ma vie est le Noël quand j’avais six ans. Ma mère, mon frère, et moi sommes allés
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en Angleterre lorsque mon père travaillait en Arabie Saoudite. Nous sommes allés en Angleterre parce que mon
frère est né à Londres.
A travers ces évènements auxquels j’ai participé avec ma famille, j’ai appris que la famille est la chose la plus
importante, malgré que nous ne nous entendons pas bien quelquefois. J’aime ma famille.
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Writing in a Foreign Language:
3rd Place
Spanish
Whitli Thomas
“Mi Inspiración”

Una persona que me inspira es mi madre. Mi madre es de Rich Hill, Missouri. Mi madre nació en mil
novecientos setenta y cuatro. Su padre era leñador y su madre trabajaba en un banco.
Mi madre es hija única. Ella tiene cinco hermanastros, pero son mucho mayores que ella. Sus hermanastros
eran adultos cuando ella era joven.
A ella siempre le ha gustado usar maquillaje y ropa bonita. Mi madre es mucho más femenina que yo. Mi
madre siempre era un trabajador duro.
Mi madre tuvo a mi hermano cuando era muy joven. Como mi madre tuvo un bebé cuando ella era muy
pequeña, tuvo que hacerse responsable a una temprana edad.
Nací seis años después en mil novecientos noventa y seis cuando mi madre tenía veintiún años. Mi
hermano mayor es seis años mayor que yo y mi hermano menor tiene seis años menor que yo. Como mi padre
trabajό mucho, mi madre se ocupó de nosotros sola. Ella fue madre soltera por la mayor parte de mi vida. Cuando
tenía diez años, mis padres se divorciaron. Mis hermanos y yo vivimos con mi madre.
Mi madre se volvió a casarse se cuando yo tenía veinte años, pero cuando era niña trabajó para apoyar a
mis hermanos y yo. Ella trabajó en un supermercado, como cosmetóloga, y como la empleada doméstica de una
familia por muchos años. Ella trabajó muchas horas en estos trabajos.

A pesar de trabajar durante el día, ella siempre hacía la cena y nos ayudaba con la tarea por la noche. Mis
hermanos jugaban deportes y yo participé en ferias de ciencia, así que también estábamos ocupados los fines de
semana. A veces mi madre se cansaba. A mi madre no le gustan los deportes, pero asistía a todos los juegos de mis
hermanos, aunque eso significaba que tenía que sacrificar su fin de semana.
Yo puedo recordar a mi madre haciendo actividades con nosotros en lugar de descansar. Cuando éramos jóvenes,
ella confección de juegos en nuestra casa cuando no ganaba mucho dinero.
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Ella siempre estaba ahorrando su dinero para poder ayudarme a pagar la universidad algún día. Cuando yo
tenía quince años, mi madre volvió a la escuela. Ella quería un mejor trabajo. Con un nuevo trabajo ella podría
hacer más por mis hermanos y yo. Ella consiguió un trabajo como agente de seguros, para dar ella una oportunidad
ganar más dinero. Con el exceso de dinero que ganaba, ella fue capaz de ayudarme a comprar cosas para la
universidad. Soy la única mujer en mi familia que ha asistido a la universidad. Mi madre hizo todo lo posible para
ayudarme a llegar aquí.
Lo que más me inspira de mi madre es su actitud. Ella siempre tuvo una buena actitud y nunca se quejó de
cuidarnos. Ella siempre decía que ser madre era su trabajo favorito.
Aunque yo no vivo con ella, mi madre todavía trata de ayudarme lo más que puede. Ella sabe cuánto trabajo
tengo que poner en la escuela. Es decir no tengo la oportunidad de trabajar mucho por dinero.
Ahora que soy grande, me doy cuenta de lo duro que mi mamá a trabajó para mis hermanos y yo. Estoy
muy agradecida por el esfuerzo que ella hizo y por siempre estar en buen humor. Ella nunca nos dejó saber los
problemas financieras que habían. Ella no quería que nos preocupemos cuando éramos jóvenes. Ahora, me alegra
que mi madre tenga a mi padrastro para ayudarla con las cosas. Mi madre siempre hizo lo mejor para nosotros.

Ella es una buena madre.
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Writing in a Foreign Language:
2nd Place
Spanish
Grace Diaz
“Lo merecías”

“¿Qué colores estás usando princesa?,” dijo el mensaje de texto y un flujo caluroso se avanzó
progresivamente por todo mi cuerpo, desde los pies a la cabeza. Era obvio que el imbécil no tenía respeto. Cada vez
que hablábamos por mensajes de texto, él siempre me preguntaba por los colores de mi ropa interior. A veces me
pedía que yo le mandara una foto erótica y sensual. Como estuve enfadada con el joven por siempre hacer la misma
pregunta, pensé en cómo terminar toda comunicación con él. Así que le dije que me encuentre en la tienda de
Victoria's Secret al siguiente día para mostrarle mi bendita hermosa figura.
Después de la escuela, mi mejor amiga me llevó al elegante y lujoso centro comercial llamado La Galería.
Mientras estábamos en camino, le expresaba que el joven me tenía hasta la cabeza con sus niñerias, y pensaba en
una idea en cómo resolverlo. Ella se estacionó en el garaje y me dijo que iba a esperarme en el patio de comidas
dentro del centro comercial. Luego, me dirigí lentamente hacia la tienda de Victoria’s Secret. Mientras estaba
caminando, yo estaba temblando porque pensaba en lo peor que podría pasar. Él podría burlarse de mí por intentar
hacerle daño o podría agarrarme duro del hombro y llevarme a un lugar oscuro para pegarme. Llegue a la entrada
de la tienda y ahí estaba el imbécil, el niño imbécil. Su rostro se iluminó con una sonrisa malicioso y me dio un
abrazo inquietantemente aficionado. Pobre niño. No sabía lo que le iba a pasar.
Cuando entrábamos dentro la tienda de Victoria’s Secret, veía diferentes colecciones de ropa interior. Las

modelas que estaban en las imágenes pegadas a las paredes eran muy hermosas y perfectas que ningún defecto se
veía. En cambio, mi cuerpo sí tenîa desproporciones. Así que me pregunté por qué mi cuerpo le atraía mucha
atención. Unos sostenes negros que estaban encima de una cajonera francesa del color beige me llamaron la
atención y los mostré al imbécil. Algunas eran suaves y otros eran sedosos. El color negro me gustaba porque
mostraba las curvas del cuerpo. Mientras estaba buscando mi talla, él estaba emocionado. Le dije que me lo
comprara y que seguramente le iba mostrarle mi cuerpo con el sustento puesto. Vio la etiqueta para ver el precio
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y me dijo que no tenía mucho dinero para comprarlo. Me le quedé mirando con un rostro de tristeza hasta
que él cambió su mente. En unos momentos, él sonrió y caminamos hacia el cajero. Él puso sus manos puestos en
mi espalda para sobarme como si yo fuera una mascota cualquiera y me dio un escalofrío. Después de que la cajera
escaneara el precio del sostén negro, él pagó cuarenta dólares para un pedazo de ropa que ni siquiera tenía mucho
valor para mi.
Salimos de la tienda y caminamos hacia el garaje del centro mercado. En cuanto él estaba distraído, en lo
más rápido que pude, le arrebaté la bolsa y desaparecí. Luego, regresé a la tienda de Victoria’s Secret para devolver
el sostén para que yo pudiera reembolsar el dinero. Ese día gane cuarenta dólares en un solo. Al rato, recibí un
mensaje de texto y la persona que apareció fue el imbécil. Me dijo que lo que le hice fue cruel y debería devolverle su
dinero porque lo necesitaba para volver a su casa en un colectivo. Le conteste diciéndole “Adiós”, y él nunca más me
haya enviado un mensaje. Dicho esto, una crueldad sufrida que yo he hecho a otra persona es robarle dinero
aunque la persona lo necesitaba para llegar a su casa y jugar con sus sentimientos.
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Writing in a Foreign Language:
1st Place
Spanish
Veronica Goldyn
“De Bosques a Cenizas, De Cenizas a Ruinas”

Muchas personas estos días parecen considerar la contaminación como un desarrollo reciente, que es
causado por la culpa de nuestras generaciones para la creación del mundo de ahora. Pero la contaminación del
mundo ha continuado por cientos de años, desdé antes de los veinte cuando los Peregrinos desembarcaban a los
tiempos de antes. Aunque la contaminación había sido un problema por siglos, la situación se ha vuelto mucho
peor ahora. Sin embargo, con una cantidad pequeña de ayuda, creo que podrían cambiar al mundo y así mismos
para lo mejor.
Con cada adición de una pieza tecnológica nueva, una pista de contaminación parece seguir creándose
detrás. Cuando no había algún vehículo de energía de gasolina, había solo preocupaciones como la reducción de los
bosques para lo construcción de las casas de las familias de la frontera y la contaminación de las aguas de las
fábricas en lugares como Europa, cuando las familias de la frontera y sus animales se bañaban en los ríos, y a veces
cuando las personas se deshacían de los cuerpos del muerto. Pero ahora no solo los problemas anteriores son aquí
preocuparte, pero hay la preocupación del smog por el uso constante de sus vehículos, la creación de demasiado de
los vertederos, y la compensación completa de los hábitats. El tiempo es quedarse sin cambiar el mundo para lo
mejor, pero yo tengo esperanza.
Despacio pero seguro, las personas del mundo se van abriendo sus ojos a la realidad que rodea ellos. Hay

que empezar a ver qué es lo que está ocurriendo en su “mundo perfecto”. Pero la cantidad de las personas quienes
se dan cuenta de los problemas de la contaminación tienen poder todavía. Para las personas que ven qué es los que
verdaderamente está ocurriendo en el mundo, creo que nosotros necesitamos ser más directos con sus futuras
posibilidades.
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“¡Atención! ¡Tienes que reciclar si no los arboles morirán y, sin sus oxígeno, todo el mundo morirá con el los!” …
Pues, quizá no obtiene la atención de las personas, pero el enfoque debe hacer que las personas piensen y deben
estar reflexivos suficiente que lo despertaré las personas mucho querer cambiar el mundo. Esta generación es más
fácil adaptar a las variaciones también, tan de más cosas en sociedad indica cosas sobre el medioambiente, y la
ayuda que necesita, creo que muchas más personas entenderán que necesitan hacer algo para ayudar.
El medioambiente es muy frágil y necesita ser tratado más delicadamente. Las personas de hoy en día son
insuficiente, pero creo que ellos pueden esforzarse hacer lo un lugar mejor. Con un poco trabajo, el mundo puede
hacerse un hábitat hermoso lo una vez estuvo.
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